
 

A COMMISSION IN THE SCOTS 

THE ROYAL REGIMENT OF SCOTLAND 



 

 

We are The Royal Regiment of Scotland. 

 

We are the serving custodians of Scotland’s martial history and tradition and we 

are the champions of the Army's relationship with Scotland.   

 

We are a big and powerful team, proud of our achievements and confident in the 

future.  The battalions of our Regiment each carry forward the history, traditions 

and fighting spirit of their forebears and will continue to do so with fierce passion 

and pride.  

 

As a SCOTS officer, it is an exceptional privilege to lead our soldiers, the Jocks, 

whose international reputation and professionalism are unrivalled. 

HM The Queen 

Colonel in Chief  of The Royal Regiment of Scotland 



 

 

The life of a young officer in the Royal Regiment of Scotland is challenging, 

exciting and rewarding.  It is a privilege to wear the uniform and a particular 

privilege to lead the Jocks.  

 

They deserve to be led by officers who are both passionate about infantry 

soldiering and passionate about our Regiment.   

 

Anyone who thinks they have those passions should ask us about a career as an 

officer in the Royal Regiment of Scotland. 

Major General N R M Borton DSO MBE 

Colonel of the Royal Regiment of Scotland 



 

The Royal Regiment of Scotland, proudly referred to as the SCOTS, is the senior line 
infantry regiment of the British Army.  The Regiment was founded 28th March 2006 on 
the unparalleled fighting heritage of 14 historic Scottish Infantry Regiments.  Our 
soldiers, the Jocks, are the modern embodiment of the feared Scottish infantry soldier. 

 

The Regiment comprises four Regular Battalions and two Reserve Battalions, and one 
independent rifle company, covering all infantry roles and forming a core part of the 
Army’s combat capability.  Our regimental headquarters is at the prestigious and historic 
Edinburgh Castle. 

 

Since 2006, the Regiment has been on near constant operational deployments, facing 
diverse challenges in places such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Bosnia, Cyprus, Ukraine and Sub-
Saharan Africa.  Our soldiers and officers have been awarded a number of combat 
honours for courage under fire during that time, including thirteen Military Crosses, six 
DSOs and one Queen’s Gallantry Medal. 

 

We are fiercely proud of our 386 years of heritage.  Throughout this rich history, soldiers 
of our antecedent regiments have won 101 Victoria Crosses.  Scotland has a tradition of 
producing courageous, resilient, tenacious and tough infantry soldiers of world renown.  
To command and lead our Jocks is a unique privilege. 

A History of The SCOTS 





 

Regimental Days 

Formation Day 28th March — post World War II, the Army reorganised and restructured 
repeatedly to meet the political requirements of the day.  In 1948-1950 all our 
Regiments were reduced to one single battalion each.  In 1959-1961 four of our 
battalions amalgamated to form two single battalion Regiments: the Royal Highland 
Fusiliers and the Queen’s Own Highlanders.  At this time our Regiments were grouped 
together into the Scottish Division.  As part of the British Army’s restructuring for future 
operations, the Royal Regiment of Scotland was formed on in 2006 by merging our six 
Regiments into one.  This day is an opportunity to celebrate this unique history. 

 

Cameronian Day 14th May — The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) were a unique part of 
Scottish history for over three hundred years.  Their origins lie in the turbulent period of 
religious and political strife of the 1680s.  The Regiment was formed in one day, 14 May 
1689, 'without beat of drum'.  We now commemorate the Anniversary of the 
Disbandment of The Cameronians in 1968. 

 

Battle of Loos 25th September — On 25 September 1915, the British Army launched a 
major attack against the German defences between the La Bassée Canal and the village 
of Loos.  This was the last attempt to drive the German army from France before the 
onset of winter 1915, but the German defences proved too strong and losses were 
heavy for little gain.  Due to the poor results, the Commander of British forces on the 
Western Front (General Sir John French) was replaced by General Sir Douglas Haig.  
Casualties on 25 September were the worst yet suffered in a single day by the British 
Army, including some 8,500 dead.  In total, the battle resulted in casualties of more than 
50,000, of whom some 16,000 lost their lives.  All Scottish regiments served at Loos and 
fought with great distinction. 

Professionalism, Service and Sacrifice 



Our unique headdress, the Tam O’Shanter is a flat bonnet, originally made of wool hand-knitted in one piece.  
During the First World War, a khaki ‘Balmoral’ bonnet was introduced in 1915 for wear in the trenches by 
Scottish infantry serving on the Western Front.  The name derives from Tam O’Shanter, the eponymous hero 
of the 1790 Robert Burns poem. 
The Glengarry with diced band and black cock feathers is our ceremonial headdress.  The blue Glengarry has 
red, blue and white dicing, a red ‘toorie’, black silk cockade and the regimental cap badge surmounted by a 
cock feather.  This last is a tradition taken from the Royal Scots and King's Own Scottish Borderers.  

The Regimental motto is inextricably linked with the Order of the Thistle and has been designated by the 
Statutes of the Order as the motto of that Order since at least the 17th century.  The motto translates as ‘No 
one provokes me with impunity’, and it epitomises the fierce fighting nature of the soldiers we command. 

The Regiment has amassed 382 Battle honours.  The first Battle Honour was awarded to Dumbarton’s 
Regiment (subsequently The Royal Scots) at the Battle of Tangier in 1680.  The most recent was awarded to 
the 1st Battalion the Black Watch in Iraq in 2003. 

Nemo Me Impune Lacessit 

The cap badge incorporates the Saltire of St Andrew and the Lion Rampant of the Royal Standard of Scotland, 
which are two prominent national symbols.  The cap badge is surmounted by a crown, in this case the Crown 
of Scotland. 

With our rich heritage, the SCOTS has inherited a wealth of Regimental music for both Pipes and Drums and 
the Military Band.  Music continues to play an integral role in Regimental life.  Each battalion enjoys its own 
Band of Pipes and Drums, who continue to wear the ceremonial dress of their antecedent regiments, 
entertains with a rich display of antecedent regimental music. 

The Regimental Quick March—Scotland the Brave 
The Regimental Slow March – The Slow March of the Royal Regiment of Scotland 

Cap Badge 

Pipes and Drums 

Headdress 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pom-pon#Toorie
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Scots
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King%27s_Own_Scottish_Borderers


Location: Catterick Barracks, England

Role: Protected Mobility Infantry

Recent Deployments: Afghanistan, Ukraine, Iraq, USA, Corsica, Canada, Falkland Islands; support to 
Manchester moor fires; standby battalion for Op TEMPERER

 

2 SCOTS (The Royal Highland Fusiliers 2nd Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland) 

 

- “Mission Command, Self Discipline, Do the simple things well” 

(CO 2 SCOTS) 

 

Location: Glencorse Barracks, Penicuik, Scotland 

Role: Light Role Infantry 

Recent Deployments: Afghanistan, South Sudan, Kenya, Cyprus, Iraq, USA, Oman; standby battalion for  
Op TEMPERER 

Location: Fort George, Inverness, Scotland

Role: Light Mechanised Infantry

Recent Deployments: Afghanistan, Kenya, France, Canada, Cyprus, Iraq, Saudi Arabia; VJTF support to Polish 
BG and standby battalion for UK contingency operations

 

1 SCOTS (The Royal Scots Borderers 1st Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland) 

 

- “An agile, always-ready force, persistently engaged in training and operating alongside our partners 
overseas” 

(CO 1 SCOTS) 

 

Location: Palace Barracks, Belfast, N. Ireland (Aldershot in 2019) 

Role: Specialised Infantry Battalion—capacity building across the threat spectrum 

Recent Deployments: Iraq, Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Cyprus, Belize, Caribbean and USA;  
now SPIB regional focus for Sub-Saharan Africa 



4 SCOTS (The Highlanders 4th 
Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland) 

 

- “Be always ready, Talk and Influence our people, Lead by example” 

(CO 4 SCOTS) 

 

Location: Catterick Barracks, England 

Role: Protected Mobility Infantry 

Recent Deployments: Afghanistan, Ukraine, Iraq, USA, Corsica, Canada, Falkland Islands; support to 
Manchester moor fires; standby battalion for Op TEMPERER 

 

3 SCOTS (The Black Watch 3rd Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland) 

 

- “A battalion that is manned, motivated, professionally excellent and ready:  
and determined to get even better “ 

(CO 3 SCOTS) 

 

Location: Fort George, Inverness, Scotland 

Role: Light Mechanised Infantry 

Recent Deployments: Afghanistan, Kenya, France, Canada, Cyprus, Iraq, Saudi Arabia; VJTF support to Polish 
BG and standby battalion for UK contingency operations 

Recent Deployments: Iraq, Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Cyprus, Belize, Caribbean and USA;  



 

We strive to give every officer and soldier the opportunity to participate regularly in Sport and AT. 

We also actively encourage extra curricular study and academic qualifications.  As officers, this is all 

part of our core military training and enables a wider understanding of defence 

leadership, team work, communication, fitness, and often involves controlled exposure to risk. The 

planning and leadership provides an opportunity for all officers to gain valuable experience to 

benefit them and their soldiers.

 

To make the most of the opportunities for success in Army leagues and local communities, the 

Regiment continues to focus its effort on the Regimental Sports of football, rugby, skiing (Nordic 

and alpine) and boxing. 

 

This does not mean that other sports cannot be played, but that these Regimental Sports will be 

given priority; we also actively pursue a variety of minor sports.

 

6 SCOTS (52nd Lowland 6th Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland) 

Location: Based across the Scottish central belt 

Role: Infantry Reserve Battalion 

Recent Deployments: Providing direct manning support to regular battalions 

 
7 SCOTS (51st Highland 7th Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland) 

Location: Based across the Scottish Highlands and Islands 

Role: Infantry Reserve Battalion 

Recent Deployments: Providing direct manning support to regular battalions 

 
Regimental Headquarters (RHQ) 

Location: Edinburgh Castle, Scotland 

Role: Provides coordination and policy direction for all battalions. Facilitates the relationship and heritage  
affiliations with our antecedent associations. 

 

5 SCOTS (Balaklava Company 5th Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland) 

 

- “Be Ready, Be Flexible” 

(OC 5 SCOTS) 

 

Location: Redford Barracks, Edinburgh, Scotland 

Role: Incremental Ceremonial Company 

Recent Deployments: Afghanistan, Kenya, Oman, Royal Guard at Balmoral Castle, Buckingham Palace and 
Windsor Castle; closely linked with 2 SCOTS for operational activity 



 

We strive to give every officer and soldier the opportunity to participate regularly in Sport and AT. 

We also actively encourage extra curricular study and academic qualifications.  As officers, this is all 

part of our core military training and enables a wider understanding of defence - it promotes 

leadership, team work, communication, fitness, and often involves controlled exposure to risk. The 

planning and leadership provides an opportunity for all officers to gain valuable experience to 

benefit them and their soldiers. 

 

To make the most of the opportunities for success in Army leagues and local communities, the 

Regiment continues to focus its effort on the Regimental Sports of football, rugby, skiing (Nordic 

and alpine) and boxing.  

 

This does not mean that other sports cannot be played, but that these Regimental Sports will be 

given priority; we also actively pursue a variety of minor sports. 

Role: Provides coordination and policy direction for all battalions. Facilitates the relationship and heritage  

 A Career with Opportunity 

Sport and AT, Further Study and Conceptual Development 

Recent Deployments: Afghanistan, Kenya, Oman, Royal Guard at Balmoral Castle, Buckingham Palace and 



- 

robust, humorous and erudite.

 

- 

term service.

 

- 

 

- 

with the Scottish Soldier 

 

 

We are a Regiment at ease with itself, esteemed by Scottish society; proud of its history, 

valuing its antecedents, but focussed on the future; well recruited, acknowledged 

masters of its Infantry craft, and champions of the Army's relationship with Scotland. 

 

 

PROUD                               FEARLESS                               PROFESSIONAL 
 

Regimental Ethos 

Humility                                                                                                           Humour 

- bred from our Scottish communities                                                              - bold, proud and engaging 

 

Discipline                                                                                                         Character 

- self-imposed, with unquestioning conduct to do the right thing                     - strong, fit and confident 

 

Courage                                                                                                           Fighting Spirit 

- empowered to make the right decision                                                          - fierce and professional 



 

- We recruit the man or woman with the potential to be a good Platoon Commander who is fit, 

robust, humorous and erudite. 

 

- We seek potential officers who exhibit intelligence, breadth of experience and potential for long 

term service. 

 

- We recruit from across the UK, predominantly Scotland, but not exclusively so. 

 

- Our unifying purpose, from Potential Officer to General, is a passion for and dedication to service 

with the Scottish Soldier – the Jocks. 

The Regimental Officer 



Lieutenant Al McCormack 

 

I am currently a Platoon Commander in B Coy, 2 SCOTS.  As an ex-soldier, I am unquestionably 

aware of the expectations, self-sacrifice and sense of reward it is to lead and manage the lives 

of a large group of soldiers.  I also know how a young soldier thinks and acts, and so possess a 

unique understanding of the demands they can throw on junior officers—always be prepared 

for the unexpected! 

 

Having attended Carre’s Grammar School in Lincolnshire, and picked up a modest number of 

GCSEs, by the age of 16 I was already convinced a career in the Army was the right thing for 

me.  Disregarding the advice of my parents to stay in school and then apply for RMAS I joined 

at the first possible opportunity and in 2009 I started as a Junior Soldier at AFC (Harrogate). 

 

I spent nearly seven years as a soldier in the Grenadier Guards, conducting several excellent 

overseas training exercises (Kenya, the Falklands, Brunei) as well as deploying in a rifle 

company for Op HERRICK 18.  I had become increasingly intrigued by the fascinating career opportunities presented to officers, and so in 

2015 I decided that the time had come for me to progress in my career and started my application for RMAS.  After a long process of 

interviews, assessments and the Potential Officers’ Development Course (PODC) I started Sandhurst on 10 Jan 2016. 

 

As I have family members presently serving or attached to The Royal Regiment of Scotland I was already attracted to serve here.  It was 

however undoubtedly the interaction with the SCOTS instructors at RMAS and my visit to 2 SCOTS that cemented my desire to lead their 

soldiers.  Having been awarded a place in the Regiment, I was thrilled to commission from Sandhurst, and starting PCD in January 2017 

knowing I was going to 2 SCOTS. 

 

Since arriving in Battalion I have been fortunate enough to have assisted as Directing Staff and as a mentor on Ex Qatari Broadsword, 

have helped run a Coy-level Urban Ops exercise, platoon commanded on Op TOSCA, and have facilitated the SWI Division PJNCO cadre—

there is no doubt my personal experiences as a JNCO assisted to establish a sympathetic understanding of what the students were 

enduring!  I have also successfully squeezed in  some company level AT.  Even though we all endure a formidable pace of activity, we 

certainly ensure we continue to raise our professional standards and to enjoy a healthy mess life.  It has been particularly enjoyable to 

organise Mess social events during the Edinburgh Festival, although a highlight of mine would certainly be this year’s summer ball!  

Voice of Experience:                  Ex-Soldier; Platoon Commander, 2 SCOTS 



Lieutenant Matthew Topping 

 

At 1 SCOTS I command a Specialised Infantry Team.  Each 12-man team is highly trained to 

advise, assist, accompany and mentor our Partner Forces overseas.  Open to second tour 

platoon commanders it provides a large amount of autonomy and responsibility, an 

opportunity unrivalled by other infantry units. 

 

I completed a Masters in Chemistry at the University of Nottingham in 2014.  During my time 

at university I was part of the EMUOTC, and this offered me an initial insight into what a career 

in the army may entail.  My family are from Fife, Scotland and as I was determined to join the infantry, the SCOTS seemed a natural fit; 

but I have also joined the Regiment with many other non-Scottish officers. 

 

Despite being a large regiment, the SCOTS has a close family feel, and there is many opportunities during the early stages of  a career to 

move between roles and the battalions.  At RMAS I attended a visit to 2 SCOTS in Edinburgh, where I was hosted impeccably in the Mess 

and received a realistic feel for the unique personality of the Jocks.  I commissioned into 4 SCOTS in Dec 2015 and took command of 15 

Platoon, D Company (The Clan).  During my first six months, there was heavy focus was on the preparation and deployment for Ex 

Wessex Storm.  This was a great time to arrive, as I spent a lot of time on exercise getting to know my platoon.  As part of a mechanised 

battalion we were in Mastiff vehicles, which was an enjoyable change from the light role training at RMAS and PCD.   

 

I also had the opportunity to lead the Battalion’s Nordic Skiing team on Ex Frosted Blade. This involved 4 months as a small team, 

training and racing in France, Italy and Germany.  My company also deployed on Op ORBITAL twice to western Ukraine, providing  STTT 

to the Armed Forces of Ukraine.  This deployment culminated with Ex LADABALL, a return road trip across Europe by Soviet-era Lada 

vehicles to Catterick!  Each day we incorporated a battlefield study and an overnight visit to the many incredible and historic locations, 

including Krakow, Prague, Nuremburg and Arnhem.   

 

After eighteen months I was then posted to 1 SCOTS.  We are currently regionally aligned to Sub Saharan Africa, but will  focus in West 

Africa from early 2019.  This has been a hugely rewarding job, as the SPIB remains at a high operational tempo, with unique training 

opportunities.  We operate in 8-month training and operational cycles.  Recently we completed Ex Mayan Spear, jungle training in Belize, 

and afterwards I lead my team on a two week Partnering phase in Antigua with the local Defence Force and police.  My Company is 

operational amidst the 8-month campaigning cycle.  I have already deployed to USA and Cameroon, and recently arrived in Somalia with 

my team for the remaining 4 months of this operational cycle. 

Voice of Experience:     Specialised Infantry Team Commander, 1 SCOTS 



Lieutenant Chris Colwell 

I am deployed as a Company Second in Command and Specialised Infantry Team Commander 

at 1 SCOTS.  My entry to the SCOTS however has been a somewhat unique approach.  Whilst 

reading politics at Queen’s University Belfast I was highly involved in the QUOTC and upon 

completion of my degree it was always my intention to attend RMAS and join an infantry 

regiment.  I originally gained sponsorship from the Royal Irish Regiment and subsequently 

achieved my reserve commission and joined 2 R IRISH.  As an interlude to studying and 

attending RMAS I decided that I would take advantage of some of the overseas exercises and 

deployments available to me.  I completed the Reserve Platoon Commanders’ Battle Course at 

Brecon, an overseas exercise to Cyprus and a deployment on Op ORBITAL to Ukraine.  My first 

exposure to the SCOTS came when I was appointed 2 R IRISH Operations Platoon Commander 

and given the opportunity to command a platoon of 2 R IRISH Soldiers attached to the 1 SCOTS 

Battlegroup on Op TOSCA, the UN mission to Cyprus. 

During pre-deployment training it quickly became obvious to me that 1 SCOTS would be a 

battalion that I would be privileged to serve in.  My platoon were warmly welcomed and in a 

short space of time we integrated with our SCOTS counterparts, building strong working 

relationships and friendships.  For me, the strongest selling point of the SCOTS was the 

mentorship I received from the other officers across the Battalion.  This included mentorship 

from the more experienced  and senior commanders. 

I was given a unique offer to circumvent the regular commissioning course at RMAS, attend the Platoon Commanders ’ Battle Course and 

return to 1 SCOTS in a regular capacity; I jumped at this opportunity.  Not long after transferring to 1 SCOTS the announcement was 

made that they would transition into the role of a Specialised Infantry Battalion.  My experiences since the transition have been diverse 

and highly interesting.  Whilst the remainder of the Battalion began its specialised training I was nominated as one of a handful of 1 

SCOTS individuals to immediately deploy in our role as Specialised Infantry.  I completed the individual high threat pre-deployment 

training delivered by the Joint Counter Terrorism Training and Advisory team (JCTTAT) during which I received training specific to 

operating in small, isolated teams and unique to anything that I had ever undergone before. 

I completed two short operational deployments to East Africa with JCTTAT during which my team operated in isolated locations,  

delivering pre-deployment training to a Partner Nation force.  I then deployed with the first 1 SCOTS Spec Inf Company.  This time I 

deployed to Nigeria where my team again worked in an isolated location delivering training to a Nigerian Special Forces Brigade.  During 

this six month deployment I experienced responsibility and freedom well beyond that which a young officer would expect to receive in 

the wider army.  I was empowered by my commanders and put in a position where I could design the training that I was to deliver and 

pioneer new ideas, shaping what Specialised Infantry involvement in Nigeria would look like for the future. 

For me, the highlight of serving in the SCOTS has been my involvement with Specialised Infantry, but the experiences I have accrued 

from across the Regiment have been insurmountable.  Despite being a junior officer I believe my tactical efforts are making a big 

difference to the larger, operational strategy; I feel  the commanders are investing in my leadership development and provide me with 

substantial autonomy when deployed.  This has allowed me to continue to develop and I feel well equipped to tackle the future 

challenges which will present themselves to me. 

Voice of Experience:                    Platoon Commander, 1 SCOTS 



Lieutenant Edward Sheperd 

 

I am C Coy Second in Command, 2 SCOTS and aspire to join our Support Weapons Company as 

a specialist Platoon Commander shortly.  Working in the infantry is about leading Jocks and I 

encourage all young officers to maximise these opportunities.  I have recently completed JOLP 

and JOTAC, the early continuation of training courses that prove vital to enhancing officer skills 

and capability.  In doing so, I also hope to work in Battalion HQ as a senior Captain and staff 

officer.  This will offer me the responsibility to play an instrumental role in planning and 

coordinating the Battalion’s exciting, yet busy operational tempo. 

 

Through school and university, joining the army was never an idea that I had initially 

entertained.  When I left university, I worked as an AT instructor, but I soon had a longing and 

want for something more.  It was inevitably the pull of the army that offered me the chance to 

capture my thirst for adventure, leadership and people management skills. 

 

Arriving at RMAS I admittedly knew very little of the army and its organisation — this proved 

both a blessing and a curse at times!  I knew the infantry was where I wanted to commission.  I 

visited a number of different regiments, but it was with the SCOTS that I felt most comfortable and interested.  

 

There were several reasons that drew me to the SCOTS: the professionalism of all officers and soldiers, and the relaxed social 

environment of the Officers’ Mess.  My ultimate motivation to join the SCOTS is best understood by a question I was posed by another 

OCdt at RMAS: "If you are on the losing side of a battle who would you least like to fight?"  My immediate response was evident I 

wanted to join the SCOTS and was based on the knowledge of the Regiment’s exceptional history of warfighting success. The Jocks are 

known as a force to be reckoned with and it has proved an enormous achievement to command. 

 

Since commissioning to the SCOTS, I have deployed on Ex ASKARI STORM training in Kenya, Op TEMPERER to support UK domestic 

resilience and completed an operational tour of Iraq.  I have also led in ceremonial duties, including been part of the Colours party guard 

at the opening of the Queensferry Bridge crossing near Edinburgh.  My previous experiences as an AT instructor have also proved 

fundamental to assisting in the preparation and delivery of company and battalion level AT pursuits.  This has enhanced a very busy yet 

varied career schedule, and never a dull moment!  2 SCOTS has proved to be one of the most active battalions in the army lately; these 

early experiences as a junior officer prove demonstrable to set you apart from many of your RMAS peers as you are given unrivalled 

responsibility to soldier, lead and to expand your wider military acumen.  Joining the SCOTS was a life and carer enhancing decision - I 

thoroughly encourage anyone to do the same. 

Voice of Experience:                    Company Second in Command, 2 SCOTS 



Captain Christopher Porro 

 

I am currently the Anti-Tank Platoon Commander, 4 SCOTS.  I have previously been Platoon 

Commander and Company Second in Command, all served at 4 SCOTS.  My present role offers 

me the chance to command mature soldiers with a more specialist skill, to train with more 

autonomy and expertise than usually offered in a rifle platoon, and to coordinate the 

employment of a niche infantry capability that the Commanding Officer may deploy at his 

discretion. 

 

Before attending RMAS, I was invited to visit 5 SCOTS and to regularly join their PT sessions as 

build up training.  I felt inspired to experience at first hand the character of the Jocks - witty 

yet unassuming, courageous and always determined. The NCOs appeared well-disciplined and 

encouraging, and the officers welcoming and professional; it only confirmed my desire to join 

the Royal Regiment of Scotland. At RMAS, again the SCOTS CSgt instructors were always 

considered amongst the best by students and other instructors, and after successfully passing the Regimental Selection Board it was a 

huge privilege to be associated with them. At Platoon Commanders Battle Course at Brecon this remained true, where at often every 

stage there was a Tam O’Shanter seen worn by an instructor who, with a friendly face, would guide and encourage, regardless of which 

colour hackle. 

 

As a Platoon Commander, I joined the battalion in Germany.  The culture of the Officers’ Mess and the battalion ethos exemplified an 

incredibly tight knit community, and felt I was made welcome immediately.  In my first year, I commanded my platoon on exercises in 

France, Scotland and Kenya, and also completed a four month deployment to Canada working as a range safety officer for battlegroup 

exercises.  As a Company Second in Command, I planned, deployed and delivered training exercises through the year, culminating in 

learning battlegroup tactics on Ex WESSEX STORM on Salisbury Plain. 

 

We deployed to Iraq on Op SHADER.  Based in Al Asad Airbase, my company was tasked with training small units of Iraqi security forces, 

and we integrated closely with Danish and Estonian training teams.  I ran four training teams delivering basic infantry skills, medical 

evacuation and marksmanship training.  Returning from Iraq I completed the Anti-Tank Commanders Course and was immediately 

deployed for a month to Colombia with the Pipes and Drums Band, working in Cartagena.  We also had time to visit Medellin and  

conduct paragliding in the Andes.  I have since deployed with  Support Company to the Falklands for three months on Op FIRIC.   We ran 

our specialist cadres and conducted patrolling across the islands.  We also had the opportunity to conduct battlefield tours with 

Falklands veterans and to learn immeasurably from their experiences.  This impressive variety of roles and adventurous opportunities as 

a SCOTS officer are what makes this career stand out!  Particularly, this is made even more special by the unique band of serving SCOTS 

officers and the Jocks I command. 

Voice of Experience:    Support Weapons Platoon Commander, 4 SCOTS 



Captain Nicholas Coles 
 
I am Operations Officer, 3 SCOTS and I provide the execution and delivery of the Battalion’s  
operational commitments.  This involves working closely with, and enacting on the direction of 
the most senior commanders of the Battalion, and often representing their needs at brigade 
and divisional engagements.  My father served as an officer in the Black Watch and so 
naturally 3 SCOTS made an obvious choice for me to continue that family legacy; I have served 
with 3 SCOTS for nearly 6 years. 
 
Having graduated from Edinburgh University, like many I was initially drawn to the bright 
lights of London to pursue a career.  The career lifestyle as an army officer remained more 
attractive than corporate lunches and financial incentives and I left a short employment in 
sugar trading behind to attend the Commissioning Course starting in 2012. Everyone has their 
own experience while at RMAS which is unique to anything else in life and after 11 months I 
commissioned into the SCOTS with 5 other OCdts.  Not long after marching up the steps of Old 
College I found myself digging a number of shell scrapes on the Platoon Commanders Battle 
Course (PCBC) having had a momentary glimpse of battalion life at Fort George to illustrate the 
light at the end of the tunnel. 
 
During my time in the Regiment I have always remained within 3 SCOTS, but have enjoyed a number a different jobs including three 
deployments; Op VOCATE (2014), Op TOSCA (2015) and Op SHADER (2018) including being OC Mortars which has been the highlight.  On 
arrival to 3 SCOTS I was given command of the Machine Gun platoon and deployed almost immediately for six weeks to Otterburn.  
Within a week I had learnt the key phrases of Jock language and quickly adapted to the officer ‘banter’ that was being thrown my way!  
Possessing humility, an engaging personality and a resilience to be the demands of commanding Jocks are undoubtedly the key 
trademarks of a successful SCOTS officer.  
 
In 2014, 3 SCOTS deployed to Bassingborn for six months to train members of the Libyan General Purpose Force.  As a platoon 
commander, presented with challenges as basic as a language barrier, cultural differences and work ethics, this was a real insight into 
the demands of command both in barracks and in the field.  However, the continuous hard work of the training teams and Jocks was 
second to none and provide us all with a very memorable experience. 
 
A year and a half after commissioning I was extremely fortunate to lead an expedition to Morocco in the High Atlas Mountains.  This two 
weeks adventure with 14 soldiers was unforgettable! With complete autonomy and empowerment to plan the expedition, we spent ten 
days trekking in the mountains moving from village to village, and accompanied by smiles and waves being hosted by Berbers. 
 
3 SCOTS’ deployment on Op TOSCA involved working alongside the United Nations in 2015 and was a complete contrast from previous 
tours.  As Training, Adventure Training and Education Officer (OC TATE) I was fortunate to be based in Dhekelia Barracks for six months, 
responsible for the delivery of AT courses and SRTT preparation.  Concurrently, taking advantage of the warm weather, I captained 3 
SCOTS cricket team as we played every Sunday amongst the foothills of the Kyrenia Mountains. 
 
Subsequent exercises with 3 SCOTS have involved numerous deployments within the UK, mortar live firing, Edinburgh Castle guard and 
supporting a range team in Kenya. Most recently I have returned from Iraq on Op SHADER as Ops Officer.  All these experiences within a 
short time since I have commissioned in the SCOTS has illustrated the variety of activities that one can do within our Regiment.  The 
golden tread in all these events has been the highlight of working alongside the Jocks. 

Voice of Experience:                                          Operations Officer, 3 SCOTS 



Major Finlay Anderson 

 

I am acting Officer Commanding Delta (Light) Company, 3 SCOTS and will attend Intermediate 

Command and Staff College (L) in 2019.  I am passionate about serving in the SCOTS and have 

so far enjoyed five other roles across three SCOTS battalions during the past nine years. 

 

I am from Edinburgh and read BA (Hons) Early Primary Education at Northumbria University.  A 

proud Scotsman, my motivation to join the SCOTS was borne from a love for the tradition and 

heritage which our regiment entails.  From marching behind the Pipes and Drums on return 

from operations, to celebrating Burns Night eating haggis in Iraq, reels dancing in the Officers’ 

Mess, to meeting HM The Queen at Balmoral Castle, as well as wearing a kilt to work—this job 

has it all!  Most importantly, regardless of all our officers’ different backgrounds, I have 

enjoyed working with those who celebrate and take pride in our incredible military history, 

who admire the Scottish warrior spirit and embrace the unique Jock character which comes with it.  

 

Initially I commissioned into 4 SCOTS, and deployed to Afghanistan on Op HERRICK 14 and 19.  Most recently, I deployed to Iraq as 

Operations Officer with 2 SCOTS.  I have also served on a variety of exercises, AT and Sports Tours to Canada, Kenya, Belize,  the Falkland 

Islands, Oman, UAE, Italy, Germany, France and Spain.  I have been a Platoon Commander, a Company 2IC, Anti -Tank Platoon 

Commander, Operations Officer and am now a Company Commander; the variety of career opportunities and enjoyment to command 

Jocks has been an immense privilege. 

 

Aside from regimental duty I have also embraced the chance to continue my interest in learning modern languages, having studied and 

passed my first military examinations in Spanish and Syrian Arabic.  These skills have proved immeasurable for building military 

relationships on sports tours and during deployments to Belize, Oman and Iraq.  I have also managed to gain qualifications in CrossFit, 

rugby and boxing coaching as well as competing in these sports for my battalion.  Most of these qualifications have either been paid for 

wholly by the Regiment or heavily subsidised. 

 

If you are searching an exciting mix of operations, adventure, culture and creating a strong brotherhood of officers, the SCOTS is for you. 

 

Some career highlights: 

 

- I was Company Second in Command of a remote patrol base on Op HERRICK 19.  We provided reconnaissance, regional security and 

deterrence in a hostile region for 9 months.  I was in overall command  of the Jocks and attached arms, coordinating patrols, security and 

operations from an isolated position. 

 

- I led a team of 14 soldiers and officers to the Dubai Rugby 7s in 2016 to compete in the International Invitational Competition, 

achieving 4th place.  After the competition, we conducted AT— sandboarding and ‘dune bashing’ in 4X4 vehicles! 

 

- I was ADC to HRH The Duke of Edinburgh when he presented operational medals to 4 SCOTS in Fallingbostel, Germany.  The CO and I 

picked him up directly from his private jet on the runway at Hannover airport.  We travelled by police escort to our base, led a quarter 

guard and piper that awaited his arrival, and had the unique privilege to host him in the Officers’ Mess. 

Voice of Experience:                          Rifle Company Commander, 3 SCOTS 



Captain Edward Challis MBE 

 

Following an exciting career as a regular SCOTS officer in two battalions, I now serve in the Regiment’s reserves as a Company Second in 

Command, 6 SCOTS.  I aim to balance this commitment with my entrepreneurial endeavours in the food and catering industry.  Many of 

the organisational and management skills I learnt from my army experiences are utilised every day still, particularly when attempting to 

inspire others to follow my vision for delivering a successful business. 

 

I was educated at Barnard Castle School, County Durham and always enjoyed participation and leading team sports from an early  age.  

Instead of attending university, I completed AOSB after a visit to Edinburgh Castle and insight into life in the Regiment and wider 

infantry.  During my initial interview with the recruiting officer I immediately grasped the family ethos of the Regiment and felt 

welcomed by all who I met.  The camaraderie, natural confidence and unassuming personalities of the officers and soldiers motivated 

me because I saw many similarities with my own character traits.  

 

At RMAS I visited 4 SCOTS; my motivation was initially borne from being around other likeminded individuals who were aspiring to join 

the SCOTS.  Furthermore, the interaction I had with the high pedigree of SCOTS training staff at RMAS encapsulated and reinforced my 

incentive to operate with such professionally capable individuals.  The SCOTS CSgts and WOs represented the embodiment of 

professionalism and ability. 

 

I joined 5 SCOTS on Op HERRICK 13 in January 2011, and on our return we experienced the buzz of homecoming parades and ceremonial 

duties at Edinburgh Castle and Holyrood Palace.  My company ran a live firing range package for British and French soldiers and I was 

subsequently selected to attend Ex LONG LOOK in New Zealand.  This provided me the opportunity to train and demonstrate our robust 

interoperability with other military partners.  

 

I returned to 4 SCOTS as the Reconnaissance Platoon Commander. This meant enduring the gruelling Light Reconnaissance Commanders 

Course before deploying on Op HERRICK 19.  My responsibilities included protecting and closing down OP STERGA 2, the final 

operational outpost in Helmand Province.  We were supported by the SCOTS led Manoeuvre Battlegroup and as a result of this team 

effort I was fortunate to accept an MBE as recognition on behalf of the platoon's achievements.  

 

I have also represented the Regiment externally as an infantry instructor at the Platoon Commander's Division (PCD) in Brecon, and was 

privileged to lead the first Battle School Ski Team on Ex FROSTED BLADE.  Brecon which was my last posting in the Regular Army.  After 

PCD, I moved to Edinburgh, started my own business and have since joined 6 SCOTS. 

 

Officer life in the Reserves: 

 

Running a civilian business is very time consuming and 6 SCOTS are extremely understanding of this. Whenever possible I assist the 

facilitation and administration of running the company’s training forecast.  I am regularly employed as a senior planning officer for 

routine training activities for all reservists, and have formed  and conducted  the implementation of a training team for two  annual  

summer camps in Scotland and in the Italian Dolomites.  Throughout this, membership of the Regiment reinforces that I am always 

connected to a unique brotherhood, with family and social camaraderie remaining at the heart of all we do.  I do this because of my 

passion for leading others and my commitment to supporting the activities of Jocks and other officers who  choose to serve.  

Voice of Experience:                          Ex-Regular; Reservist Officer, 6 SCOTS 





To express your interest for a commission in the SCOTS please contact: 

 

Regimental Headquarters 

The Royal Regiment of Scotland (RHQ SCOTS) 

The Castle 

Edinburgh 

EH1 2YT 

Tel: 0131 310 5155 / 5060 

Email: join@the-scots.co.uk 




